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collisions at HERA
ZEUS Collaboration
Abstract
A search for single-top production, ep → etX, has been performed with the ZEUS
detector at HERA using data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 0.37 fb−1.
No evidence for top production was found, consistent with the expectation from
the Standard Model. Limits were computed for single-top production via flavour
changing neutral current transitions involving a neutral electroweak vector boson, γ
or Z. The result was combined with a previous ZEUS result yielding a total luminosity
of 0.50 fb−1. A 95% credibility level upper limit of 0.13pb was obtained for the cross
section at the centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 315GeV.
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1 Introduction
The dominant production process of single top quarks in the Standard Model (SM) in
ep collisions1 at HERA is the charged current (CC) reaction ep → νtX [1], which has
a cross section of less than 1 fb [2]. Flavour changing neutral current (FCNC) processes
could enhance single-top production, but they are strongly suppressed in the SM by the
GIM mechanism [3]. This mechanism forbids FCNCs at the tree level, allowing only for
small contributions at the one-loop level, exploiting the flavour mixing due to the CKM
matrix [4]. Several extensions of the SM predict FCNC contributions already at the tree
level [5]. The search for such new interactions involving the top quark (ut or ct transitions
mediated by neutral vector bosons, γ or Z) opens an interesting window to look for effects
beyond the SM [6].
The FCNC couplings tuV and tcV , with V = γ, Z, have been investigated in pp collisions at
the Tevatron, where searches for the top-quark decays t→ uV and t→ cV [7,8] were carried
out. The Tevatron experiments also constrained the couplings tug and tcg [9] which induce
FCNC transitions mediated by the gluon. The couplings tuV and tcV were also investigated
in e+e− interactions at LEP2 by searching for single-top production through the reactions
e+e− → tu (+c.c.) and e+e− → tc (+c.c.) [10, 11]. No evidence for such interactions was
found and limits were set on the branching ratios Br(t→ qγ) and Br(t→ qZ), with q =
u, c.
The same FCNC couplings could induce single-top production in ep collisions, ep →
etX [12], in which the incoming lepton exchanges a γ or Z with an up quark in the
proton, yielding a top quark in the final state, see Fig. 1. Owing to the large Z mass, this
process is more sensitive to a coupling of the type tqγ. Furthermore, large values of x, the
fraction of the proton momentum carried by the struck quark, are needed to produce a top
quark. Since the u-quark parton distribution function (PDF) of the proton is dominant at
large x, the production of single top quark is most sensitive to the tuγ coupling.
In the present study, the top signal was searched for by looking for the decays t → beνe
and t → bµνµ. At HERA, such event topologies with one lepton with high transverse
momentum, pT , and large missing transverse momentum originate predominantly from
single-W production, which has a cross section of about 1 pb [13] and is the most important
background to any top signal. The present analysis extends the previously published ZEUS
results [14] which used data from the HERA I running period2, corresponding to a total
integrated luminosity of 0.13 fb−1. The integrated luminosity used in this analysis is about
three times larger. A combination of the results from the two running periods (total
integrated luminosity 0.50 fb−1) has been performed.
1Here and in the following, e denotes both the electron and the positron.
2Data collected between 1994 and 2000.
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2 Theoretical framework
The effects of the FCNC transitions induced by couplings of the type tuV are parameterised
using the following effective Lagrangian [15]:
∆Leff = e et tiσµνp
ν
Λ
κγ u A
µ +
g
2 cos θW
tγµ vZ uZ
µ + h.c. (1)
where κγ and vZ are two FCNC couplings mediating ut transitions, e (et) is the electron
(top quark) electric charge, g is the weak coupling constant, θW is the weak mixing angle,
σµν =
1
2
(γµγν − γνγµ), Λ is an effective cut-off parameter which, by convention, is set to
the mass of the t quark, Mt, p is the momentum of the gauge boson and A
µ (Zµ) is the
photon (Z) field. In the following, it is assumed that the magnetic coupling κγ and the
vector coupling vZ are real and positive.
The cross section for the process ep→ etX was evaluated at the leading order (LO) using
the package CompHEP-4.5.1 [16] and was parameterised in terms of three parameters
describing the effects of the two FCNC couplings, Aσ and Bσ, and their interference, Cσ:
σep→etX = Aσκ
2
γ +Bσv
2
Z + CσκγvZ . (2)
The decay widths of the top in the different channels were also evaluated using CompHEP-
4.5.1:
Γt→uγ = AΓκ
2
γ , Γt→uZ = BΓv
2
Z , Γt→qW = CΓ, (3)
where AΓ and BΓ are the partial width of the top corresponding to uγ and uZ unitary
FCNC couplings, respectively, and CΓ is the SM top width.
The above parameters, summarised in Table 1, were evaluated using the top mass Mt =
172.0 ± 1.6 GeV [17] and the PDF set CTEQ6L1 [18]. The interference parameter Cσ
has only a small effect, producing a cross section variation of less than 0.5% in the whole
range of the couplings considered in this analysis, and was therefore neglected. The QCD
corrections to the LO cross-section were evaluated at the approximate next-to-leading
order (NLO) and next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) [12, 19] for magnetic couplings
both at the γ and Z vertices. Since we considered a different coupling (vector coupling)
at the Z vertex, we used such corrections only to evaluate the limits for the γ exchange
(see Sect. 7.1). Such corrections increase the LO cross-section by 15% and slightly reduces
the uncertainties due to the QCD factorisation-scale (see Sect. 6). The limits involving
both coupling (see Sect. 7.2) were evaluated using the LO cross-section.
3 Experimental setup
The analysis is based on ep collisions recorded with the ZEUS detector during the HERA II
running period3, using an integrated luminosity of 0.37 fb−1, divided into two approximately
3Data collected between 2004 and 2007.
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equal samples of e+p and e−p collisions. The lepton beams were polarised, with roughly
equal luminosities for positive and negative polarisation, such that the average polarisation
was negligible for this analysis.
A detailed description of the ZEUS detector can be found elsewhere [20]. A brief outline
of the components that are most relevant for this analysis is given below.
Charged particles were tracked in the central tracking detector (CTD) [21] which operated
in a magnetic field of 1.43T provided by a thin superconducting solenoid. The CTD
consisted of 72 cylindrical drift chamber layers, organised in nine superlayers covering the
polar-angle4 region 15◦ < θ < 164◦. The CTD was complemented by a silicon microvertex
detector (MVD) [22], consisting of three active layers in the barrel and four disks in the
forward region. For CTD-MVD tracks that pass through all nine CTD superlayers, the
momentum resolution was σ(pT )/pT = 0.0029pT ⊕ 0.0081⊕ 0.0012/pT with pT in GeV.
The high-resolution uranium–scintillator calorimeter (CAL) [23] consisted of three parts:
the forward (FCAL), the barrel (BCAL) and the rear (RCAL) calorimeters. Each part
was subdivided transversely into towers and longitudinally into one electromagnetic sec-
tion (EMC) and either one (in RCAL) or two (in BCAL and FCAL) hadronic sections
(HAC). The smallest subdivision of the calorimeter was called a cell. The CAL energy res-
olutions, as measured under test-beam conditions, were σ(E)/E = 0.18/
√
E for electrons
and σ(E)/E = 0.35/
√
E for hadrons, with E in GeV.
The luminosity was measured using the Bethe-Heitler reaction ep → eγp by a luminosity
detector which consisted of a lead–scintillator calorimeter [24] and an independent magnetic
spectrometer [25]. The fractional uncertainty on the measured luminosity was 1.9%.
4 Monte Carlo simulation
Samples of events were generated using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to determine the
selection efficiency for single-top events produced through FCNC processes and to estim-
ate background rates from SM processes. The generated events were passed through the
Geant-3.21 [26] ZEUS detector- and trigger-simulation programs [20]. They were recon-
structed and analysed by the same program chain as the data.
Single-top samples were generated with Comphep 4.5.1, interfaced with Pythia 6.14 [27]
for parton showering, hadronisation and particle decay. The mass of the top quark in
Comphep was set to Mt = 175GeV. Different sets were produced for the two different
production processes (γ- and Z-mediated) and for the two decay modes (t → bW and
t→ uZ).
Alternative sets were also generated, only for the γ-mediated process, with the Hexf gen-
erator [28] assuming top-quark masses of 170 and 175 GeV. These sets were used to study
4The ZEUS coordinate system is a right-handed Cartesian system, with the Z axis pointing in the proton
beam direction, referred to as the “forward direction”, and the X axis pointing towards the centre of
HERA. The coordinate origin is at the nominal interaction point. The pseudorapidity is defined as
η = − ln (tan θ
2
)
, where the polar angle, θ, is measured with respect to the proton beam direction.
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the small effect of Mt variation, in order to correct the selection efficiency, evaluated using
the Comphep samples, for the different Mt values used in the generation and in the cross-
section calculation (see Sect. 2). Initial-state radiation from the lepton beam was included
using the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation [29]. The hadronic final state was simulated
using the matrix-element and parton-shower model of Lepto [30] for the QCD cascade
and the Lund string model [31] as implemented in Jetset [32] for the hadronisation. The
results for Comphep and the alternative samples agree within uncertainties.
Standard Model single-W production is the most significant background to top production.
Another important background in the electron-decay channel of the W (t → bW → beν)
arises from neutral current (NC) deep inelastic scattering (DIS). In addition, two-photon
processes provide a source of high-pT leptons that are a significant background in the muon-
decay channel of the W (t → bW → bµν). The CC DIS is a minor source of background
for both channels.
The following MC programs were used to simulate the different background processes.
Single-W production was simulated using the event generator Epvec [33] which did not
include hard QCD radiation. The ep → eWX and ep → νWX events from Epvec were
scaled by a factor dependent on the transverse momentum and rapidity of the W , such
that the resulting cross section corresponded to a calculation including QCD corrections
at next-to-leading order [34].
Neutral current and CC DIS events were simulated using the Lepto 6.5 program [30],
interfaced to Heracles 4.6.1 [35] via Djangoh 1.1 [36]. The Heracles program in-
cludes photon and Z exchanges and first-order electroweak radiative corrections. The
QCD cascade was modelled with the colour-dipole model [37] by using the Ariadne 4.08
program [38].
Two-photon processes were simulated using the generator Grape 1.1 [39], which includes
dilepton production via γγ, Zγ and ZZ processes and considers both elastic and inelastic
production at the proton vertex.
5 Event selection
The event selection was optimised for single-top production via photon exchange, looking
for the dominant decay t→ bW and subsequent W decay to e and µ and their respective
neutrinos. The selection is based on requiring an isolated high-pT lepton and a large missing
transverse momentum.
Cosmic background, relevant especially for the muon channel, was suppressed using timing
cuts based on calorimeter measurements and the track impact parameter with respect to
the beam spot. Further cosmic background overlapping with ep interactions was rejected
by applying a cut E − pZ < 60GeV, E − pZ being the sum of the total and longitudinal
energy deposits of the cells in the calorimeter. For fully contained events, E − pZ is twice
the electron-beam energy and peaks at 55GeV.
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Events from beam-gas interactions were rejected on the basis of the ratio of the number of
tracks pointing to the vertex to the total number of tracks in an event.
5.1 Online selection
A three-level trigger system was used to select events online [40]. At the first level, coarse
calorimeter and tracking information were available. Events were selected using criteria
based on either the transverse energy or missing transverse momentum measured in the
CAL. Events were accepted with a low threshold on these quantities when a coincidence
with CTD tracks from the event vertex was found, while a higher threshold was used for
events with no CTD tracks.
At the second level, timing information from the CAL was used to reject events inconsistent
with an ep interaction. In addition, the topology of the CAL energy deposits was used
to reject non-ep background events. In particular, a tighter cut was made on missing
transverse momentum, since the resolution in this variable was better at the second than
at the first level.
At the third level, track reconstruction and vertex finding were performed and used to reject
events with a vertex inconsistent with ep interactions. Cuts were applied to calorimeter
quantities and reconstructed tracks to further reduce beam-gas contamination.
5.2 Offline selection
Jets, used in the selection to define lepton isolation, were reconstructed from CAL cells
using the kT cluster algorithm [41] in the longitudinally invariant inclusive mode [42] and
were corrected for energy loss due to the dead material in front of the CAL. The jets were
required to have a transverse energy EjetT > 4.5GeV and pseudorapidity |ηjet| < 2.5.
Muon selection
Muons were reconstructed by matching calorimeter cell-patterns compatible with a minimum-
ionising particle to CTD tracks [43]. Events were selected as follows:
• | Zvtx |< 30 cm, Zvtx being the Z coordinate of the interaction vertex, to restrict to
a region compatible with ep interactions;
• E − pZ > 10GeV. The E − pZ of the CAL deposit associated with the muon was
replaced by that of the muon track. This requirement rejected photoproduction
events, which populate the low E − pZ region;
• PmissT > 10GeV, PmissT being the missing transverse momentum measured by the
CAL;
• at least one muon candidate with the following characteristics:
– a track from the primary vertex matched with a CTD track with at least three
hit superlayers and a transverse momentum, pµT , greater than 8GeV;
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– the distance, ∆R, of the muon candidate in the pseudorapidity-azimuth (η-φ)
plane with respect to any other track and jet in the event satisfying ∆R =√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 > 0.5.
A total of 269 events were selected, while 260±3 (stat.) were expected from the SM, which
is dominated by the dimuon production from the γγ process. The quoted uncertainty is
the error on the expected SM prediction due to the MC statistics.
Figure 2 shows the comparison between data and MC for the variables pµT , θ
µ, acoplanarity
(φacop), PmissT , transverse mass (MT ), hadronic transverse momentum (P
had
T ). Here P
had
T ,
MT and φ
acop are defined as follows:
- P hadT =
√
(
∑
i P
i
X)
2 + (
∑
i P
i
Y )
2, where P iX and P
i
Y are the X and Y components of
the CAL energy deposits not associated with the lepton;
- MT =
√
2plTp
ν
T (1− cosφlν), where plT is the lepton transverse momentum, pνT is the
modulus of the missing PT vector obtained from the CAL and corrected using track
information to account for muons, φlν is the azimuthal separation between the lepton
and the missing PT vector;
- φacop is the angle between the lepton and the vector balancing the P hadT and is defined
for events with P hadT greater than 1GeV.
Reasonable agreement is observed in all cases.
Electron selection
Electrons were reconstructed using an algorithm that combined information from the
cluster of the energy deposits in the calorimeter with tracks [44]. Events were selected
as follows:
• | Zvtx |< 30 cm;
• 5 < E − pZ < 50GeV, to reject NC DIS and photoproduction background;
• PmissT > 12GeV;
• at least one electron candidate with the following characteristics:
- pelT > 10GeV;
- 0.3 < θel < 2 rad;
- isolated from other tracks and jets in the event, ∆R > 0.5;
- the extrapolation of the track associated with the electron into the CAL should
have a distance of closest approach to the CAL cluster centre < 10 cm and a
reconstructed momentum p > 5GeV;
• MT > 10GeV, to reject events with PmissT along the electron direction;
• 0.1 < φacop < (π − 0.1) rad, to reject badly reconstructed NC DIS events with PmissT
in the direction of the electron or of the jet.
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A total of 245 events were selected, while 253±6 (stat.) were expected from the SM, which
is dominated by the NC DIS process. The quoted uncertainty is the error on the expected
SM prediction due to the MC statistics.
Figure 3 shows the comparison between data and MC for the variables pelT , θ
el, φacop, PmissT ,
MT , P
had
T . Reasonable agreement is observed in all cases.
5.3 Selection of single-top candidates
Since no excess of events above the SM expectation was observed, a further selection was
made to maximise the sensitivity to a possible FCNC single top signal. A cut on P hadT of
40GeV was applied to both decay channels while the cuts on φacop and PmissT were optimised
separately for the two channels:
• P hadT > 40GeV for both channels;
muon channel:
– φacop > 0.05 rad;
– events with more than one isolated muon were rejected;
electron channel:
– φacop > 0.15 rad;
– PmissT > 15GeV.
One event survived the selection cuts in the electron channel while three events were found
in the muon channel. Table 2 summarises the results of the final selection. In order to
compare the MC to data, the P hadT cut was relaxed to 25GeV. Figures 4 (a) and (b) show
the P hadT behaviour for data and SM expectations for the muon and electron channels,
respectively. Good agreement between data and predictions is observed for both channels.
Also shown are the expectations for top production through FCNC, normalised to the limit
on the signal cross section obtained in Sect. 7.1. The data do not support a significant
contribution from this process.
6 Systematic uncertainties
The following systematic uncertainties were taken into account:
• the theoretical uncertainty on the W background normalisation was assumed to be
±15% [34];
• the statistical uncertainty on the total SM prediction after the final selection was
±13% and ±9% for the e- and µ-channel, respectively;
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• the uncertainty on the NC DIS background, particularly relevant for the e-channel,
was evaluated using a sample of events enriched in NC DIS by replacing the E − pZ
and acoplanarity cuts by E−pZ > 40GeV and φacop < 0.3. A systematic uncertainty
of ±15% on this source was determined by the level of agreement between data and
MC for such a selection. The effect of this uncertainty on the final selection SM
prediction was ±6% for the e-channel and negligible for the µ-channel;
• the uncertainty on the electromagnetic and the hadronic CAL energy scale was as-
sumed to be ±1% and ±2%, respectively. The two scale uncertainties, summed in
quadrature, produced a variation of ±6% and of ±5% on the final SM predictions
for the e- and the µ-channel, respectively, while the effect on the signal selection
efficiencies was below 2% and was therefore neglected;
• the uncertainty on the top mass, 172.0 ± 1.6GeV [17], produced a variation on the
parameters of the signal cross section and decay widths as reported in Table 1 and a
variation of ±2% on the signal selection efficiencies;
• the uncertainties on the signal efficiency due to the statistics of the MC samples are
reported in Table 3 for the different channels and decay processes;
• the uncertainties on the PDFs gave a variation on the parameters of the signal cross
section as reported in Table 1. Such uncertainties were evaluated as suggested by the
CTEQ group [18];
• the uncertainty due to the QCD factorisation-scale affected the signal cross section by
±9% for the LO calculation and by +8%−7% including the approximated NLO and NNLO
QCD corrections (see Sect. 2). This effect was evaluated by varying the central value,
set to Mt, between Mt/2 and 2Mt;
• the uncertainty on the luminosity determination was ±1.9%.
The uncertainties due to the W normalisation, CAL energy scale, top mass, PDFs and
luminosity were assumed to be correlated for the different channels and datasets. All the
above uncertainties were included in the limit calculation as explained in Sect. 7.1.
7 Limits on FCNC
Since no excess over the SM prediction was observed, limits on FCNC couplings of the
type tuV were evaluated using the results of Table 2. As a first step, limits were evaluated
on the signal cross section and on the κγ coupling assuming vZ = 0. In a second step, the
effect of a non-zero vZ coupling was accounted for. Limits on the anomalous top branching
ratios, Br(t→ uγ) (Bruγ) and Br(t→ uZ) (BruZ), were evaluated.
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7.1 Limits on the cross section and κγ
The limit on the anomalous top-production cross section was evaluated using a Bayesian
approach and assuming a constant prior in the cross section, σ:
f(σ|data) =
∏
i P (N
obs
i |σ)f0(σ)∫∞
0
∏
i P (N
obs
i |σ)f0(σ)dσ
, (4)
P (Nobsi |σ) =
µ
Nobsi
i e
−µi
Nobsi !
, (5)
µi = N
sig
i +N
bg
i ,
N sigi = σLiǫi,
where f(σ|data) is the posterior probability density function (p.d.f.) of the signal cross
section, f0(σ) its prior, i runs over the different channels and datasets, N
obs
i is the number
of events surviving the event selection, N sigi and N
bg
i are the number of signal events and
the expected SM background, Li is the integrated luminosity and ǫi the signal efficiency in-
cluding branching ratio for each decay channel (see the first row in Table 3). The branching
ratio of the top to uγ was taken into account in the limits evaluation, the selection effi-
ciency for such channel is expected to be low and was therefore set to zero. The systematic
uncertainties were treated as nuisance parameters (NPs) and included in the limit calcula-
tion, integrating out their dependence (marginalisation) assuming Gaussian priors5. The
marginalisation over the NPs and the extraction of the posterior p.d.f. was performed using
the package Bayesian Analysis Toolkit [45], which carries out multidimensional integration
using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique.
The 95% Credibility Level (C.L.) limit on the cross section was evaluated by integrating
the posterior p.d.f.
σ95∫
0
f(σ|data)dσ = 0.95, (6)
and found to be
σ < 0.24 pb (95% C.L.) at
√
s = 318GeV. (7)
The limit on the cross section was converted into a limit on the coupling κγ, assuming a
vanishing vZ coupling and using the Aσ parameter described in Sect. 2 taking into account
the approximated NLO and NNLO QCD corrections (see Sect. 2):
κγ < 0.17 (95% C.L.). (8)
The limit is similar to that obtained by ZEUS from HERA I data [46] with an integrated
luminosity of 0.13 fb−1. In the HERA I data, no events were found in either the electron
5In case of unphysical values, the Gaussian priors were truncated.
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or muon channel and also the hadronic W -decay channel was exploited.
The present result was combined with the HERA I limit for a total integrated luminosity
of 0.50 fb−1, using the same Bayesian approach as described above and assuming full cor-
relation for the systematic uncertainties due to the W normalisation, CAL energy scale,
top mass and PDFs.
The combined cross-section and κγ limits are:
σ < 0.13 pb (95% C.L.) at
√
s = 315GeV, (9)
κγ < 0.12 (95% C.L.). (10)
The combined cross-section limit corresponds to a centre-of-mass energy of 315GeV since
part of the HERA I data was collected at
√
s = 300GeV.
7.2 Limits on the top anomalous branching ratios
Following the Bayesian approach described above, a two-dimensional posterior p.d.f.,
f(Bruγ,BruZ|data), (11)
was evaluated combining the HERA I and HERA II datasets. Such a p.d.f. was built using
the parameters described in Sect. 2 (no higher-order QCD corrections were applied in this
case) to express the FCNC cross-section in terms of the anomalous top branching ratios.
The signal efficiencies for the different production channels (γ- or Z-mediated) and decay
modes (bW or uZ) were taken into account (see Table 3). The selection efficiency of the
e-channel is larger for the Z-mediated process than the γ-mediated process, since in this
case the final-state electron is scattered at a larger angle and is more often visible in the
detector.
The decay channel t→ uγ was not simulated since the branching ratio is very low for the
range of couplings under consideration. In addition, the selection efficiency is expected to
be low for such events and was therefore set to zero.
The 95% C.L. boundary in the (Bruγ,BruZ) plane was evaluated as the set of points
f(Bruγ,BruZ |data) = ρ0,
where ρ0 was chosen such that
∫ ∫
f(Bruγ ,BruZ |data)>ρ0
dBruγdBruZ f(Bruγ ,BruZ |data) = 0.95. (12)
Figure 5 shows the ZEUS boundary in the (Bruγ,BruZ) plane compared to limits from
H1 [47] and from experiments at other colliders: ALEPH [10] at LEP (other LEP exper-
iments [11] have similar results), CDF [7] and D0 [8] at Tevatron. The e+e− and hadron
colliders, contrary to HERA, have similar sensitivity to u- and c-quark; their limits are
hence on both decays t→ qV with q = u, c. The limits set by the ZEUS experiment in the
region where BruZ is less than 4% are the best to date.
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8 Conclusions
A search for possible deviations from the Standard Model predictions due to flavour-
changing neutral current top production in events with high-pT leptons and high missing
transverse momentum was performed using an integrated luminosity of 0.37 fb−1, collected
by the ZEUS detector in 2004–2007. Since no significant deviation from the expectation
was observed, the results were used to put limits on the anomalous production of single
top quarks at HERA.
A 95% credibility-level upper limit on the cross section of σ < 0.24 pb at a centre-of-
mass energy of 318GeV was obtained. The limit was combined with a previous ZEUS
result, obtained using HERA I data, for a total integrated luminosity of 0.50 fb−1, giving
a combined 95% credibility-level upper limit of σ < 0.13 pb at
√
s = 315GeV. This
limit, assuming a vanishing coupling of the top quark to the Z boson, vZ , corresponds
to a constraint on the coupling of the top to the γ, κγ , of κγ < 0.12. Constraints on
the anomalous top branching ratios t → uγ and t → uZ were also evaluated assuming a
non-zero vZ . For low values of vZ , resulting in branching ratios of t→ uZ of less than 4%,
this paper provides the current best limits.
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parameter value Mt syst. PDF syst.
Aσ 7.71 pb ∓7% ±4%
Bσ 0.296 pb ∓7% ±6%
Cσ −0.016 pb − −
AΓ 0.299GeV ±1% −
BΓ 1.36GeV ±4% −
CΓ 1.48GeV ±3% −
Table 1: Parameters used to evaluate single-top production cross sections and decay
widths for the different channels. The systematic effects due to the uncertainties on the
top mass and the parton distribution functions are also reported.
Nobs Npred W [%]
electron channel e+p 0 1.7±0.4 53 ± 11
muon channel e+p 1 1.5±0.2 64 ± 9
electron channel e−p 1 1.9±0.4 51 ± 11
muon channel e−p 2 1.5±0.3 63 ± 9
electron channel ep 1 3.6±0.6 52 ± 9
muon channel ep 3 3.0±0.4 64 ± 7
Table 2: Number of events passing the final selection cuts, Nobs, compared to the SM
prediction, Npred. The last column shows the W contribution as a percentage of the total
SM expectation. The uncertainties have been obtained by adding systematic and statistical
contributions in quadrature.
coupling decay e−channel µ−channel
ǫ ∆ǫ/ǫ ǫ ∆ǫ/ǫ
κγ t→ bW 0.029 ±0.04 0.029 ±0.04
κγ t→ uZ 0.0080 ±0.08 0.011 ±0.07
vZ t→ bW 0.048 ±0.04 0.024 ±0.06
vZ t→ uZ 0.066 ±0.03 0.012 ±0.07
Table 3: Summary of selection efficiencies on signal samples for different production coup-
lings and decay modes. The relative errors are due to the statistics of the MC samples.
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Figure 1: Anomalous single-top production via flavour changing neutral current trans-
itions at HERA with subsequent decays t→ bW+ and W+ → νe(νµ)e+(µ+).
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Figure 2: Comparison between data and SM expectations for several variables in the muon
channel: pµT , θ
µ, φacop, PmissT , MT , P
had
T . The contribution of single-W production is also
shown as the dark-shaded region. Any histogram overflows are included in the last bin.
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Figure 3: Comparison between data and SM expectations for several variables in the elec-
tron channel: pelT , θ
el, φacop, PmissT , MT , P
had
T . The contribution of single-W production is
also shown as the dark-shaded region. The last bin of the φacop histogram contains events
with P hadT less than 1GeV for which φ
acop was not evaluated. In the other cases, any
overflows are included in the last bin.
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Figure 4: Comparison between data and MC expectations for the P hadT distribution ap-
plying the final selection with a relaxed P hadT cut at 25GeV for (a) the muon and (b) the
electron channel. The dots are the data, the solid histogram is the SM prediction including
the W contribution, the dotted histogram the W contribution alone and the dashed histo-
gram the single-top distribution normalized to the limit on the signal cross section of 0.24 pb
(see Sect. 7.1). The final selection cut, P hadT > 40GeV , is indicated.
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